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Abstract: This study compares the vertical ground reaction force exerted from walking and running movement on two 
different surfaces of a force platform. Five skilled male futsal players were recruited to perform the walking and running tasks 
over the force platform. In the first setting, the players moved directly in contact with the force platform’s bare surface while in 
the second setting, the players performed the same tasks on the force platform covered with a typical futsal pitch surface 
material. The force from the peak heel and peak forefoot strikes were recorded and used for further analysis. A paired t-test was 
conducted for comparison and the results indicated that there are no significant differences between the two force platform 
conditions in terms of the magnitude of peak heel strike and peak forefoot strike forces during walking and running. Results 
also showed that there is a significant difference (p<0.05) on the ratio of the heel and forefoot strike peak force during walking 
task (1.05 in force platform bare surface, 0.99 in force platform + futsal court surface). While the data obtained in this study 
suggests that an additional surface on the force plate has no significant effect on the magnitudes of vertical ground reaction 
force data, there were indeed some changes that occurred on the heel/forefoot strike force ratio in walking task. The result 
might suggest that an additional surface (futsal court material) on the force platform has some impacts on the movement 
pattern of the foot during walking task due to the different conditions of the shoe’s outsole-flooring surface interaction. 
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1. Introduction 

The study of human locomotion has been a subject of 
interest for such a long time since 300-500 BC to be exact 
[1]. Historically, the interest upon the knowledge of 
human locomotion varies by many reasons with different 
motivations [2] and probably differs based on different 
scientific community focus research area. During 
locomotion, force is being applied to the ground, creating 
a counteracted reaction forces commonly cited as the 
ground reaction force (GRF). Studies of the ground 
reaction force on human locomotion has been conducted 
largely in the past, particularly related to walking and 
running [3-6]. 

Past study has shown that humans adjust their leg’s 

stiffness when running on different surfaces to be able to 
maintain the running mechanics [7]. This involves 
alteration on the ground reaction force and the ground 
contact time to accommodate different surface 
interactions. In biomechanical study, force platform is 
commonly used to measure the ground reaction force 
resulting from the movement of humans or animals [8]. It 
is widely accepted that the source of the ground reaction 
force value measured by the force platform is related 
towards the body’s center of mass. Therefore, there were 
suggestions that only alterations that are directly or 
indirectly related to the body’s center of mass would be 
able to influence changes on the ground reaction force [9] 
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and it does not influence by footwear. In contrast, there 
were also studies that demonstrated the influence of type 
of surfaces and footwear towards altering the ground 
reaction force properties [10]. The interaction between 
two surfaces (floor and footwear) during movement 
potentially influences the data of the ground reaction 
force. 

In sports biomechanics study, researchers would normally 
install sports surface material onto the force platform for the 
purpose of analyzing kinetics variables. This creates analysis 
environment that is similar to the real situation, thus aims to 
obtain a representable kinetics data from the laboratory-based 
experiment. However, there are situations where the exact 
identical surface of interest to be analyzed was unable to be 
replicated or that it required massive work to recreate within 
laboratory testing environment. For example, a study 
regarding the interaction between road marathon runner’s 
shoe outsole-road surface or the interaction between beach 
soccer player’s foot-beach surface would be very difficult to 
be conducted within a laboratory-based force plate set-up. 
Therefore, it can be argued about whether it is a necessary 
requirement to fully replicate the surface condition in order 
to understand the interaction between the shoe/foot and the 
surface. There is also the question of whether the additional 
surface embedded onto the force platform will influence the 
ground reaction force data or not. Furthermore, it is unclear if 
there are any differences in the type of reaction adjustment or 
alteration performed by human when executing different 
movement tasks on the same surface prepared in a 
laboratory-based experiment set up. 

Typically, the GRF of the heel and forefoot strike were 
observed in walking and running analysis because the 
foot-surface contact phase and its impact force peaks 
information could potentially provide insight related to 
movement pattern and injuries occurrence [11, 12]. These 
vertical GRF data were commonly normalized to the body 
mass (also known as the division normalization method) 
when comparison between subjects of different masses 
were made [13, 14]. Wannop et al. (2012) argued that 
besides these commonly use normalization method, there 
might be other method that could potentially is more 
effective since the relation between the peak force and 
body mass might not be always linear [15]. On another 
note, the ratio between the vertical to shear forces were 
used in determining the coefficient of traction during foot-
surface interaction [16], indicating that GRF data can be 
used in many ways in describing human motion. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the difference of 
vertical force exerted during walking and running motion 
between movement directly on the force plate and movement 
onto the synthetic surface-embedded force plate. This study 
also measured the vertical GRF’s ratio between heel-fore foot 
strike to observe the differences that may occur during 
walking and running. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

In this study, five male university level futsal players were 
recruited (Age 23.5 ± 2 years old, body mass 58.5 ± 6.5 kg, 
height 165 ± 6 cm). All of these students are active players in 
competitive futsal competitions with more than 3 years of 
experience. The exclusion criteria are: 1) history of fracture 
in any parts within the lower limb area and 2) lower limb 
ligament injury. All subjects provided their written informed 
consent prior to the study, in accordance to the research 
ethical approval obtained from the research ethics committee 
of the Faculty of Sports Science and Recreation, Universiti 
Teknologi MARA. Futsal players were recruited in this study 
because the synthetic surface used in this study is a surface 
that is typically used by indoor futsal arena. 

2.2. Instrumentation 

An AMTI Force Plate system (sampling rate 1000 Hz) was 
embedded with a synthetic futsal pitch and Vicon Nexus 
Motion System (sampling rate 250fps) were utilized to 
collect the kinetic and kinematics data of walking and 
running tasks performed by the participants. The experiment 
set-up is shown in Figure 1. Reflective markers (14mm in 
diameter) were attached onto 15 bony anatomical landmarks 
of the participants’ lower limbs which includes anterior 
superior iliac spine, sacral, thigh, knee, tibia, calcaneus, ankle 
and toe. The technical specification of the synthetic futsal 
surface is shown in Table 1. 

2.3. Procedure 

All participants wore identical futsal shoe model (Admiral 
indoor futsal shoe-CTL-5IC) as shown in Figure 2 with 
different size according to individual fitting and were 
requested to perform walking (2.5 ± 0.5 m/s) and running 
(5.0 ± 0.5 m/s) movements on force plate platform. In the 
first setting, the players who performed the tasks were 
directly in contact with the force platform surface. In the 
second setting, the players performed the tasks on a force 
platform surface that was covered with a futsal court material 
(Figure 3). All participants performed three trials for each 
condition. 

2.4. Data Analysis 

The amount of vertical ground reaction force measured by 
the force platform was normalized to the body weight of each 
participant. Peak heal strike and peak fore foot strike were 
identified from the ground reaction force curve. Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 19 was used 
to statistically analyze the data collected. Data were analyzed 
using paired-sample t-test at 0.05 significance level to 
observe the differences between the two types of surface and 
movement tasks.  
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Figure 1. The experiment set-up. 

Table 1. Synthetic futsal court material technical specification. 

Description 
Material Polypropylene 

Total thickness 8mm 

Sport characteristics 
Shock absorption 46% 

Sliding coefficient 0.52-0.6 

Technical 
characteristics 

Abrasion resistance 400mg 

Impact resistance >12Nm 

Residual impression 0.23mm 
 

Figure 2. Non-marking outsole footwear. 

 
Figure 3. Force platform arrangement: (a) Force platform bare surface, (b) Force platform with futsal court material on top. 

3. Results 

The results obtained from this study are presented in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 2 shows the mean peak vertical ground 
reaction force during heel strike. Table 3 shows the mean peak vertical ground reaction force during forefoot strike. Table 4 
explained on the ratio between the mean peak heel-forefoot strike force. 

Table 2. Peak vertical ground reaction force during heel strike. 

 Type of surface N (trial) Mean (SD) t df p value 

Walking 
Force plate 15 1.16 (.08) 1.94 28 .06 
Force plate + futsal court material 15 1.11 (.06)    

Running 
Force plate 15 1.27 (.36) .45 28 .66 
Force plate + futsal court material 15 1.19 (.51)    

Table 3. Peak vertical ground reaction force during forefoot strike. 

 Type of surface N (trial) Mean (SD) t df p value 

Walking 
Force plate 15 1.10 (.05) -1.31 28 .20 
Force plate + futsal court material 15 1.12 (.05)    

Running 
Force plate 15 2.16 (.11) .42 28 .68 
Force plate + futsal court material 15 2.14 (.20)    
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Table 4. Peak heel-forefoot strike ratio (GRF). 

 Type of surface N (trial) Mean (SD) t df p value 

Walking 
Force plate 15 1.05 (.09) 2.52 28 .02* 
Force plate + futsal court material 15 0.99 (.05)    

Running 
Force plate 15 0.61 (.18) .94 28 .35 
Force plate + futsal court material 15 0.55 (.19)    

*p<0.05 

4. Discussion 

In this study, the peak vertical ground reaction force during 
walking and running in two conditions were observed. In the 
first setting, the participants’ performed the tasks directly in 
contact with the force plate surface. In the second setting, the 
players performed the tasks on a force plate surface that was 
covered with a futsal court material. The results indicated 
that there were no significant differences were in terms of the 
magnitude of peak heel strike and the peak forefoot strike 
forces during walking and running, whereby they were with 
or without the additional futsal court surface on the force 
platform. Based on the outcomes of this study, we found that 
adding an additional surface on top of the force platform, in 
this case a material that is commonly used for a futsal court, 
will not significantly change the peak vertical ground 
reaction force of human locomotion in walking and running 
motions. 

These results did not undermine the importance of 
replicating the exact surface interaction condition of the real 
condition for laboratory-based force platform setting and 
experimental setup. However, in a worst-case scenario where 
the real surface condition was not able to be replicated in the 
laboratory, a bare-force plate is still useful to understand the 
kinetics component of a certain movement task. One of the 
possible way to determine the requirement to replicate the 
exact same surface interaction between the real condition and 
laboratory analysis, or not to, is by knowing the range of the 
ground reaction force magnitudes of the movement to be 
analyzed. This is because, under high vertical loading, the 
adhesion friction element dominates the two surfaces in 
contact, whereas low vertical loading is dominated by 
hysteretic friction element [17]. This information might be 
important when considering a new experiment design which 
requires force plate application. As what was found in this 
study, during walking (low vertical loading), the aspects of 
surface material have influenced the peak heel-forefoot strike 
ratio. The aspects of the surface material hysteretic element 
may account for it. 

Further analysis was performed on the collected data to 
discover the ratio of the heel-forefoot strike during all tasks. 
Results shows that there was a significant difference between 
the ratios of the heel-fore foot strike during walking directly 
on force platform surface and walking on the force platform 
with additional surface on it. While the data obtained in this 
study suggest that an additional surface on the force platform 
has no significant effect on the magnitudes of ground 
reaction force data, changes did occur on the heel/forefoot 
strike force ratio in walking task. This is an indication that 

the heel-forefoot strike force ratio is a useful indicator that 
can be used to differentiate movement patterns in human 
motion study. The result also suggests that an additional 
surface on the force platform has significant impact on the 
movement pattern of the foot during walking task due to the 
different condition of the shoe outsole-flooring surface 
interaction. These finding shows that different movement 
mechanism has different interaction aspects even when 
interacting on the same surface. 

In a recent walking gait study [18], it was found that 
humans tend to alter their body-weight transfer during swing 
to the support phase when initiating a gait cycle i.e., when 
walking on different surfaces, particularly on a relatively soft 
one. This could potentially have influenced the heel-forefoot 
strike pattern during walking on different foot-surface 
interaction condition. Since the ground contact time during 
running can be assumed to be shorter than walking, the same 
situation might not be able to be observed clearly during 
running task. 

Furthermore, past studies have shown that humans alter 
their legs’ stiffness [7] and adjust their foot-surface traction 
component [19] to obtain the desired traction condition when 
running on different surfaces to maintain the running 
mechanics. Past study also highlighted that humans maintain 
their running kinematics under different surfaces by adapting 
their muscle activation to the surfaces [20]. 

It must be noted here though, that all the results in the 
present study need to be interpreted with cautious such that in 
this study, the walking and running velocities of each 
participant were limited only to certain ranges [ walking (2.5 
± 0.5 m/s) and running (5.0 ± 0.5 m/s)]. In different human 
locomotion such as jumping for example, a different outcome 
might be obtained. Different velocity and vertical loading 
ranges during locomotion could potentially provide different 
outcome as well. Furthermore, in the present study, only one 
type of surface material was tested. A different material with 
different technical specifications could potentially provide a 
different outcome. On a different note, in this study, the role 
of the footwear was not investigated. This is another 
important aspect in sports surface study because different 
types of shoe outsoles can influence the footwear and playing 
surface interactions, specifically in futsal [21]. The cleat 
designs and material mechanical properties of the shoe and 
the playing surface aspects could potentially influence sports 
performance and risk of injury as well [22, 23]. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, it was found that additional material on the 
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force platform will not significantly influence the peak 
vertical ground reaction force in walking and running tasks 
[walking (2.5 ± 0.5 m/s) and running (5.0 ± 0.5 m/s)]. 
However, it was found that there was a significant difference 
on the peak heel-forefoot strike ratio during walking task on 
different foot-surface interactions. This indicates that in a 
slower velocity movement, the movement pattern changes 
were observed, potentially due to longer ground contact time 
during walking gait initiation. No significant changes were 
observed on the peak heel-forefoot strike ratio during running 
task, potentially due to the adjustment mechanism by humans 
to maintain their running mechanics when running on 
different surfaces. This study also demonstrated that the ratio 
between the heel and forefoot strike force is a useful 
parameter in analyzing human motion. 
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